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Her life was changed in a few seconds… She has lost everything - parents, home, childhood… Now she has to survive in this
world.

Nobody has expected the tragedy. The explosion has thundered suddenly. Fire is everywhere, it devours everything on its way.
A little girl can't find her parents, her home is destroyed, she has to survive in this world alone. She has just some cents in her

pocket. Help this brave girl to survive and become a successful person.

You will need to control 3 status values not to let Ashley die: health, happiness, and hunger. They must not reach 0%.

Help the girl to receive an education - graduate from school, college and university

Find an appropriate job and develop your strategy for a successful career
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Don't forget to maintain health and get involved in charity - this will increase your rating

FEATURES

Life simulator - further outcome depends on your choice

Attention development - don't forget to control all parameters

Realistic graphics - live the lost girl's story as your own
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Publisher:
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The game is not really a life sim, but a clicker. Linear plot progression that dictates what happens to you that doesn't involve
clicking, and no real ending to speak of. Played around 80 minutes and unlocked all achievements bar a hidden, the last hour
was basically clicking the same option 99 times, refreshing health, and then doing it again, etc etc.. Klicker. Pretty Boring. Well
the game looked like a good management game about the survival of a little girl, but the truth is that the game is just a clicker
and in the most boring way =(
Sad. So I installed this game\u2026 it\u2019s not what I thought it would be but it\u2019s still quite fun! I prefer to tag this as
\u00abI want some updates but it\u2019s still fine for now\u00bb.. Besides really good music and eye candy visual style this
game gave me one of the hardest riddle of our time: where\u2019s the poor little girl\u2019s shoes? Why is she standing out
there barefoot if she has had her feet warm in some nice sketchers in the video at the beginning? No answer.
To be serious - I liked the game.. Aaaaaaaaaaaaand after some clickity-click-click on the screen I finally figured it out and
Ashley is finally not dead! And it\u2019s always pleasurable to have nice good achievements in store. And it has a plot that even
keep my attention.
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It\u2019s not for everyone. Not a typical survivor nor a clicker. More like something in between. Interesting style and
atmosphere.
P.S.: Wonderful music!. The consept seem intresting but well all you do is click work until health or food is emty refill those
keep clicking money gain. Then you get enough to upgrade something then it's all over again. Theres basicly no story as you
"progress". You don't get any options at all rather a guide click 10times here for empathy. I rather recomend you to get a clicker
game for free than this one.. Unless you are an extreme hardcore fan of survival games and management game and absolutly
need a fix from something, do not bother with this title. It is sad however, If the developers had spendt a bit more time on this
and fleshed it out some more it would actually be a good game, or rather it could be.

Unfished artwork: Buying the Suit (top tier clothing) the character does not change in apperance at all, buying the bike, the car
or appartments do not change any background, nor does the tent or similar things change how you see things.

Severly lacking in story: The "quests" you get to beg for food or work with dogs are the only source of story, once the quests are
done it is done, and when you finish the last quest, you suddenly have a husband and children. My point being that as a survival
"Story" it has next to nothing in this department, I was expecting more story thats for sure.
Like chance for a lethal event by begging for food by being tricked by a stranger, or take an overdose with the pills from the
street which is a way to increase your health meter, or being arrested. Things like this would have made the game better.

So sad, I had so high hopes for this game but it simply falls dead.. Great visual part! 5 frozen exhausted starving girls out of
5!\u2028To be clear: it\u2019s more like mix of resourses-management and clicker, but really fun and entertaining
one.\u2028Really liked that game contains a plot in a form of a diary - cute.. Ashley: The Story of Survival has an interesting
premise and tagline. When reading the description, I was reading for an drama RPG\/Simulation game with interesting choice to
make as the story unfold. Unfortunately, this is a clicker. You choose different tasks over the course of a day to perform and
that raises one of three bars (Food, Health, and Comfort). You also perform tasks to earn Money, and Respect. You can unlock
different tasks as you earn money and respect, which increase the rate at which you gain money, respect, food, health, or
comfort.

Once you realize there are not real choices, the game because boring. I can't recommend this game, as there are better clicker
games out there, and better RPG\/Simulation games.

Achievement Quest: This is an easy 100%. There are no hard choices in the game to make. Continue to advance and try to get
"Manage a company" employement as soon as possible. Once you have that, you can earn money to buy the villa, and the spa
salon.
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